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Report Overview: 

MOD Tech Labs Inc.
Austin, TX 

Team: 
Co-founders Alex Porter and Tim Porter lead MOD Tech Labs as the Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) and Chief Technology Officer (CTO), respectively. The two have prior experience in the 
start-up space as co-founders of Underminer Studios, a service-based virtual and augmented  
reality focused company creating content for businesses. Alex has an extensive entrepreneurial 
background beyond Underminer Studios through previous employment at several other start-up 
companies. Tim’s background has been concentrated in the media and entertainment industry 
as a Technical Artist for a several gaming and interactive companies as well as a Pipeline 
Technical Director at Sony Picture Imageworks. 

Technology & Product:  
The company offers a platform that speeds up the process of transforming photos and videos 
into 3D content. A pain point the venture aims to address is the length of the process from 
basic photo editing, including color corrections and deblurring, to 3D generation using 
processes like sparse point cloud and decimating meshes. The company states that their 
technology allows 3D creators to reduce their production costs by 75% and increase 
processing speeds by 99%. This is due, in part, to their usage of AI to automate the majority of 
the 3D generation process.  

Product Development: 
The company is still developing extensions to their primary product an automated workflow. 
They have released a mobile app, a web portal, and have an API. The mobile app is developed 
using Unity, which serves as a cross-platform tool for creating and operating interactive real-
time 3D content. The app’s functionality allows users to scan items using augmented reality 
(AR) with a simple “bubble-popping” process to capture all angles needed to make the item 
digital. The web and API products can accept images from other cameras and scanners for 
Enterprise level clients. 

Business Model:  
Additionally, the company is being used in the entertainment and media markets. In the future, 
they hope to expand the business into  other markets. Their current revenue streams include  
subscription, licensing, and royalty-based models with tiered pricing allowing individual and 
enterprise users to be charged differently. The company also offers customizable bulk pricing 
depending on a customer’s specific needs.  



Market & Competition:  
The design, editing, and rendering software publishing market, where the company resides, is 
in the growth cycle with low barriers to entry. There is a medium market concentration, as the 
rate of new businesses entering begins to slow down. Four companies currently dominating the 
market are Adobe, Autodesk, Dassault Systemes, and PTC Inc. These large companies have 
the capital and infrastructure to create high customer retention rates, allowing them to secure 
the majority of the industry-relevant revenue. Barriers to success are high in the market 
because of brand loyalty and companies aligning products to work as an adjunct to only their 
devices. In return, smaller companies and startups are forced to release compatible products, 
thus reducing their capability to transition customers to their platform.  

Marketing & Sales:  
The company's current sales have come primarily from paid-pilots and SME. The funnel begins 
with 3D creators and artists using the mobile app. Their customers have been organically 
acquired, however the company is looking to implement a strategy to attract SMEs (small to 
medium enterprises) as customers. 

Risk Factors, Risk Mitigation, & Legality:  
The company has a detailed privacy policy to protect consumer information. Additionally, 
separate cloud storage and safe downloading procedures are utilized on the website as added 
security. Currently, the company is not in possession of any IP protections. Within the next 
year, the team is looking to secure two provisional patents.    

Service/Value Proposition & Impact: 
The platform utilizes AI to reduce labor and time intensive work, which allows artists to spend 
more time innovating digital assets. The rendering process offered by the company is tailored 
towards media and production companies for higher quality digital assets applying machine 
learning to create 2D and 3D digital assets. The company’s unique products are all in one 
platform that implements over 20 different AI processes that increases speed of delivery and 
quality of visuals. The company has a current partnership with IO Industries that presents a 
competitive advantage by using compact high-resolution video cameras and high-speed digital 
video recorders. 

Exit:  

The company can be classified under the AR/VR and Design Editing - Rendering - Publishing 

industries. The overwhelming majority of companies in these industries tend to reach exit through 

merger or acquisition. The second most likely exit is either an initial public offering (IPO) or buyout. 

These options are statistically far less likely and tend to be less lucrative than M&A exits in this space. 



Tim Porter2 – CTO (Chief Technology Officer) 
Tim earned his BS in computer animation from Full Sail University. He cites ten years of 
experience with entertainment and media while working and creating for a variety of tech-
focused entertainment businesses. Past companies include Sony Picture Imageworks as a 
Pipeline Technical Director and  Jackpot Designs, Gameloft, GameHouse, and Two Bit Circus 
where Tim worked as a technical artist. His roles were very specialized and focused on 
workflow and pipeline development, automation of artists tasks, and optimization of final 
product for playback on specified devices. He was also Co-founder and CTO at Underminer 
Studios alongside Alex from 2016 to 2020. He is currently full-time at MOD Tech Labs as CTO.  

Team
The company plans to hire new employees within the next six months. These include the 
addition of an a client manager, machine learning engineer,  Unity developer, quality 
assurance tester. The new additions to the team fall in line with the plan to develop machine 
learning algorithms and increase customer relationships. The team has plans to create new 
demonstrations and expand operations and sales with these additional hires. The company is 
currently partnered with hardware and software businesses in the design and VR/AR spaces: 
Intel, NVIDIA, Autodesk, Palm.io. Advisors include multi-exit founders, technologists, and 
enterprise companies including: Anaconda, Boeing, 3M, and Motorola.  

Due Diligence Report: 

Mod Tech Labs Inc.
Austin, TX 

Company Summary: MOD Tech Labs, hereafter referred to as “the company”, is an 
automated artificial intelligence (AI) platform aiming to transform photos and videos more 
efficiently into 3D assets. The solution reduces man-hours and speeds up delivery of final 
digital assets, such as movie-ready animations or digital 3D sculptures.  

Alex Porter1 - CEO
Alex earned her BS in interior design from Texas State University. Over the years, her focus 
has shifted from interior design to tech innovation. She has launched four small business 
ventures throughout her career. These include Moxie Life Designs, a freelance and 
independent interior design business which she ran from 2010 to 2014, and BonsaiBirth, an 
educational focusing on pregnancy and child development from 2001 to 2016. She has 
previous startup experience as founder and CEO of Underminer Studios from 2016-2020 
specializing in visualization technologies. Since January of 2020, she has been full-time 
as CEO at Mod Tech Labs

1 Alex Porter LinkedIn 
2 Tim Porter LinkedIn 



Technology & Product: 

The company is offering a platform where 3D creators can speed up the process of transforming 

photos and videos into 3D content. Historically, this task has proven to be both lengthy and time 

consuming as there are several necessary components. The entire process contains 21 individual 

The company plans to disrupt the industry by shortening this resource-intensive process. They claim 

3D projects will cost 75% less and will be completed 99% faster using their platform as they use AI to 

automate the majority of the 3D generation process4. Some demos show steps in this process taking 

five minutes, compared to three to four days manually such as the Mesh Smoothing Demo shown 

above (See Figure 2).  

The platform is visually appealing, simple, and does not require a lot of training to operate (See Figure 

3). Users can simply select options for scanning, such as a spherical render or dome render depending 

on the environment the creator is working in. From there, using a simple “bubble-popping” process, 

scanning the item is seamless as the platform helps the user to take all required image angles to 

create the 3D render. Once all the images are captured, the user is prompted to select which features 

they would like to apply such as texture generation and smoothing, optimization level options 
such as remeshing and decimating, and then which format they would like to download the 3D 
asset in. 
3 Shockoe
4 MOD Tech Labs Main Website

Figure 2: MOD Tech Labs Demo 



Product Development: 
The company launched version 1 of the MOD platform in Q2 2020. They collected over 100TB 
of high quality 3D datasets from pilots in order to train their proprietary algorithms. Over the 
course of the next 2 years they expanded to 43 microservices that span the 3D workflow. 
Beginning with inital image cleanup, into 3D mesh creation, textures, and optimization for any 
playback device including computer, phone, film screen, augmented or virtual reality, as well as 
displays.

The total number of users on the MOD platform since 2020 is 30k. The mobile app accounting 
for 14k downloads on Android and iOS. The mobile and web app launched in March 2022 (See 
Figure 3 and Figure 4). The mobile app’s tech stack is Unity, a cross-platform tool for creating 
and operating interactive, real-time 3D content. The web portal is a webGL site with templates 
for outputs or the ability for a user to customize. 

The expansion of the platform allows for more integration into the metaverse and Web3 
ecosystems by automating the process of creating a 3D NFT(non-fungible token) so that users 
can certify and track ownership of digital goods and expand the options to create revenue 
streams. The team is also working with Intel Labs to commercialize an algorithm that will make 
3D files much smaller, .5Mb versus Gigabytes, allowing for it to be stored and transferred more 
easily across platforms at which time the file will expand to the maximum quality, much like a 
vector file. 

Figure 3: MOD 3D Scanner App

Figure 4: MOD Web Portal



Business Model: 

Currently, the main revenue stream for the company is their subscription model . Payments go

through PayPal Stripe or ACH. The subscription service can be accessed through the company’s

website. In the current beta stage, the app is not monetized. The company has a 22% cancellation 

rate, which is lower than the industry average of 40%5. As a freemium marketing tool it is a great 
way to leverage product led growth and get the end users to vouch inside their companies for 
larger scale content creation resulting in a recurring subscription or an enterprise license. 
Subscription are  $50 per month for 25 assets, $100 for 50 assets and $200 for 100 assets with 
data maximums on each tier. Enterprise licenses with start at $100,000 annually. 

The company’s current cloud is an on-premise system in a secure data center in Austin. The

company expects to scale their business through entering future markets such as preservation and 

construction, health and wellness, and space. The target demographic for the company is the e-

commerce market. Specifically, the company plans to be an add-on for retail and computer-aided 

design (CAD) firms. Content creation firms are another demographic being targeted by the company.  

Market & Competition: 

The company falls within the 3D imaging market. This is a $41B market, including all the verticals, 

with a share of market (SOM) of $1.20B, and a serviceable addressable market (SAM) of $15B. The 

verticals the company wants to break into 3D platforms including game engines: Unity and Unreal, 
immersive gaming and media like Sandbox, Roblox, and Horizons as well as visualizers like 
VNTANA, Vertebrae, and ThreeKit. These companies are bring in brands and consumers into 
Web3 and the Metaverse with entertainment and media and commerce. In the United States, the

company would be competing in the design, editing, and rendering software publishing market, 

which has $16B in annual revenue. Currently, the market is in a growth cycle; with projections to 

expand 4.20% in the next five years. In 2021, the 3D market consists of 14,281 companies. Total

profits are $5.10B with a 32% profit margin; this percentage has grown 9.30% from 2016 to 2021. As 
the market is still growing, the total addressable market (TAM) is projected to be $19.70B in 
2026.



As seen in Figure 4, media and entertainment accounts for 67% of market share, manufacturers and

architecture and construction companies take up 11.5%, and other companies and individuals are at 

10%. To break down the market even further, 48% of industry revenue is claimed by image editing 

software, while another 25.6% is taken by CAD. Between both media and entertainment as well as 

image editing software, the  company is breaking into a large market. Concentration within the 

market is operating at a medium level, stemming from the four dominating companies: Adobe, 

Autodesk Inc., Dassault Systemes, and PTC Inc., projected to take home 85.1% of all industry relevant 

revenue. The company has 14.9% of related revenue left to secure unless they are able to convince 

customers to leave their current platform. This manifests an ecosystem with high barriers of success 

and low barriers to entry. 

Figure 4: Market Sectors 

These conditions work to create a domino effect, as competition in the market is at a high level. 

Companies are competing on cost, software performance, ease of use, functionality, availability, and 

integration. As of now, Adobe is the market leader, with a 29.1% increase in industry relevant revenue, 

totaling $9.50B for 2021. Epic Games, a $28.70B company, is a direct competitor being monitored by 

the founders. They are currently in an acquisition phase and are acquiring different companies to 

combine their technologies. In July 2021, Epic Games acquired a company named Sketchfab for an 

undisclosed amount. Sketchfab is a platform where users are able to “upload, download, view, share, 

and sell 3D assets”7. The platform doesn’t make the 3D asset, but rather gives people a marketplace to 

6 IBISWorld 
7 TechCrunch 

$10.70bn 
in Rev 



share theirs and buy others. This is one step closer to accomplishing what MOD Tech Lab does. The 

company states that its competitive advantage is the machine learning capabilities.  

Acquisition strategies have mostly been focused on VR, 3D animation, and 3D printing. In the past five 

years, Adobe bought TubeMogul for >$500M, Marketo Inc. for $4.75B, and Workfront for $1.50B. 

Autodesk Inc., another large competitor, has been focusing more on acquiring companies who 

specialize in architecture, engineering, and construction software to help improve their most popular 

product, AutoCAD. They have acquired twenty companies since 2015 to help with this effort. Dassault 

Systemes produces products to help with 3D computer-aided design. From 2016 to 2021, Dassault has 

spent about $500M on industry relevant acquisitions to help aid their products. 

Vntana and Qlone are two companies whose products align most with what MOD Tech Labs wants to 

achieve (See Table 1). Both companies let users utilize their phones to capture images to transform to 

3D renderings. Qlone is limited in the fact that their product mostly aligns with Apple IOS devices. 

Vntana is available on both IOS and Android products, similar to MOD Tech Labs. Vntana is currently 

dominating the e-commerce field, as many retailers have used them to 3D render their products 

online. Qlone is focused more on business to customer (B2C), rather than enterprises. Both of their 

products are in the final stages. 

There is a third company who entered the space in April 2021. GANverse3D, created by Nvidia 

Research Lab in Toronto, is a software that utilizes AI and machine learning to render 2D images to 3D 

images. With their product, they are able to generate the 3D model through a single image. The 

product is not offered on a mobile device. In order to utilize GANverse3D, customers must have access 

to both the NVIDIA Omniverse platform and NVIDIA RTX GPUS. Similar to the company’s plan, 

GANverse is an additive to existing Nvidia products.8 

Table 1: Competitive Matrix 

Qlone Vntana MOD Tech Labs GANverse3D 

3D Rendering ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Image Capturing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Mobile Device 
Compatibility 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Machine Learning ✓ ✓ 

8 NVIDIA 



Marketing & Sales: 
According to the company's founders, they are focused on reaching their base customers using 
their self-serve mobile app. Their goal with the mobile app is to raise brand recognition to 
stimulate an effective growth strategy when the app is launched live with the latest algorithms. 
The next go-to product is the MOD web portal for custom processing topping out at 4GB of 
data. Then companies advance to an enterprise plan for their exact needs with API access. 
The company plans to increase the sales pipeline as more visualization platforms emerge into 
the augmented reality and virtual reality space. The underlying factors of increased activity in 
this industry is the demand for more efficient rendering methods which are being adopted by 
major corporations such as Intel.  

Drivers: 
The company’s sales are spurred by specific drivers. These drivers include the accessibility of 
capture tools and the growing number of visualization platforms.  

Accessibility of Capture Tools: 

The company references Apple’s LiDAR as a capture tool that has become more accessible to 

consumers. LiDAR stands for light direction and ranging and is “an active remote sensing 

technique which uses electromagnetic energy in the optical range to detect an object (target), 

determine the distance between the target and the instrument (range), and deduce physical 

properties of the object based on the interaction of the radiation with the target through 

phenomena such as scattering, absorption, reflection, and fluorescence.”9 Apple is using this 

technology in their iPhones and iPads to help develop their phone’s depth censoring 

capabilities. With the integration of this new technology into Apple products, more users will 

have access to LiDAR technology and will be able to better leverage the company’s services. 

Growing Number of Visualization Platforms:  

In addition to the growing accessibility of LiDAR technology, the company has identified a 

growing number of visualization platforms. The catalyst for the creation of these new 

platforms is the increased levels of consumer demand for faster and more efficient image 

rendering methods. The company has recognized this demand and has created an 
additive solution to existing platforms such as Autodesk, Intel, SideFX, VNTANA, and 
3KIT.  

9 SpringerLink, LiDAR Remote Sensing 



The major marketing strategies that will be used are traditional startup tactics. Their marketing 
plan is focusing on creating brand awareness by having a strong online presence through ad 
spends, company website, and conferences.  

The company's go-to-market strategy begins with using a product led growth with the scanning 
app that is widely accessible and has brought 99% organic inbound traffic. The app is a 
freemium model with 5 digtial assets made per month for mobile playback. Features and 
extensions can be upgraded to include professional features including a customizable web 
interface, but this limits the ability of the user to scale past 100 scans per month. These 
primarily are self-serve products that show the ease of automated 3D cloud processing with 
MOD. 

Champions are end-users that are already in pain making 3D the old manual way inside 3D 
visualization platform companies with a virtual commerce component we move to a 
transactional sale and Account Based Marketing. Our enterprise subscription model is geared 
toward an API product, but may also include whitelabel apps, and/or licensing. Price is based 
on the number of assets and amount of data being processed

The typical processing time for graphic artists to decimate mesh manually in the entertainment 
media space can take four to five days for them to finalize their creation. The production 
pipeline will eventually begin to diminish, making the process less labor-intensive and reducing 
greater overhead costs.  

Risk Factors, Risk Mitigation, & Legality: 
Currently, the company has no patents pending. However, the team is hoping to file two 
provisional patents within the next year. They plan to file strategically to gain the most value for 
their company with the least number of patents possible. The company specializes in creating 
3D models that utilize cloud storage. For this reason, data storage and customer privacy are 
risk factors. The company uses a private cloud for the storage of all customer data, meaning all 
servers and infrastructure are maintained on a private network dedicated to the company. No 
customer models or work is saved in the company’s databases without the consent of the 
consumer. To further reduce risk, the company has a detailed privacy policy available on their 
website, further explaining why different data is collected, and what that data is used for. 
However, a disclaimer within this privacy policy states that any data transmission through the 
internet cannot be 100% guaranteed and that there is no way to guarantee all personal 
information will remain protected10. The company has identified training the computer algorithms 
to be a substantial challenge and risk factor. The team intends to improve the quality of output 
over time and reduce the technical requirements from users and systems alike. 

10 MOD Tech Labs Privacy Policy



Service/Value Proposition & Impact: 

The company’s value proposition states "Mod Tech Labs turns photos of the real world into 3D 
digital content fast for marketing and monetization for Web3 and metaverse companies. 
Simplifying the unforgiving and complex 3D content workflow with automated AI-powered 
SaaS." The company aims to improve overall efficiency across the industry such as the time it takes 

to create and compute 3D digital assets. Referencing the company website, they state that they 

provide a solution through establishing a process for texture workflows saving time and reducing 

cost via the 3D automated process. The company does cloud based processing and machine learning 

by removing bottlenecks from the traditional linear models which diminishes overhead and allows 

them to have a competitive advantage. With deadtime eliminated, “Teams can run multiple processes simultaneously and are more nimble when they work together on a single 

platform” creating more synergistic work. Another feature that sets them apart from their competition 

is their automatic mesh generation that can be uploaded in just one click which takes out all of the 

tedious work that nearly all other platforms require the consumer to do. 

Exit: 

Companies in this industry commonly exit via merger and acquisition. In 2021, there were 92 mergers 

and acquisitions that occurred, for a combined deal value of $2.38B.12  Figure 5 illustrates the exit-

activity in this industry has been trending downward (with some degree of fluctuation) since total 

exits peaked in 2015. Even though this year is not over, it appears exit activity will continue in line with 

its downward trend.  

Figure 5: PitchBook Exit Data 

12 PitchBook 



Comparable Exits: 

Photomyne:  

Company Description: 

“Photomyne Ltd is engaged in the development of artificial intelligence-based technology (AI) 

in the field of family photos. It builds apps for scanning photos.”13 

Exit Type, Deal Summary, and Analysis: 

Photomyne exited via initial public offering (IPO) on March 11, 2021 for $15M on the Tel Aviv 

Stock Exchange. This IPO was significant because it demonstrates the attractiveness of AI and 

machine learning across the market. While the company is not a direct competitor, they are 

also leveraging AI to expedite the image rendering and enhancement process.  

Allegorithmic: 

Company Description: 

“Developer of a computer software designed to offer 3D textures and material creation in 

game and video post-production. The company's software specializes in the automatic 

generation of middleware edition of procedural texture, enabling VFX/Film and design 

industries to avail tools and technologies that are unique and industry-defining.”14 

Exit Type, Deal Summary, and Analysis: 

Allegorithmic was founded in 2002 and was acquired in its entirety by Adobe Systems on 

January 23, 2019 for a total of $106.2M. The company was acquired for its ability to help create 

3D textures that give assets their realistic appearance. This technology is primarily used in the 

entertainment and gaming industries.15 

13 PitchBook 
14 PitchBook 
15 PitchBook 
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